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                UNIVERSAL MAGNIFICENT MIRACLES   

Here, we shall witness some of the most amazing Mathematical Miracles specifically created  
and designed by God in our universe, galaxies, stars, planets, all living beings, elements, etc.  
based on code “19” and in perfect Symmetry, in exact pairs again, thus to unmistakably 
understand and clearly perceive that there is only one true God (=AL-LAH) who has thus created 
His book of Universe and His book of Religion (=“Quran Testament” here) thus basically              
based on this same 19 coded, most magnificent Symmetrical “Mathematical Language”                       
in essence. (Quran Testament 74/30 & 41/53) 

                                                                                                                                                                   
185- Do they not look at the “dominions” (=“ malakoot:” thus also a very specific reference here 
to those four fundamental “forces” in/of the universe) of the skies and the earth, and what Al-lah 
has thus created (by employing them) of all things (therein, as He wills)! And perhaps, their time 
(21/1-2) is (thus) drawing near. So in which utterance, after this one, will they still believe?                                        
(Quran Testament 7/185) 

26- (Al-lah said): So I will get him (=he who claims that this Quran Testament is only an 
utternace of a human being and not from a/the God) into the Uprooter (now).     
27- And what make you perceive what the Uprooter is?       
28- It does not let last --(but excludes on the left side, into the lowest region therein), and it does 
not let stay --(but eliminates on the right side, into the lowest region therein).     
29- (Then) it presents “Tables” --(on that left and on that right side, in those upper regions 
therein) for all humanity.            
30- Upon it (there is) “19!”              
(Quran Testament 74/26-30) 
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So let us see now the interaction of these four “fundamental forces” (=i.e. strong nuclear force, 
weak nuclear force, electromagnetic force, gravity) between two protons. 

Interaction Gravity Weak 
Electro-
magnetism 

Strong 
Residual

Exchange 
particle 

Graviton Z0 Photon Pion 

Mass mc2 (eV) 0 91x109 0 135x106 
Coupling 
constant C2 (J · 
m) 

1.87x10-
64  

3.22x10-
31 2.31x10-28 2.5x10-27 

Range (m) infinity 2x10-18 infinity 1.5x10-15 
                  data credit: lbl.gov 

 

                    Mass          Mass 

Weak   91x109         0          Gravity                              

Strong   135 x106        0          Electromagnetism   

                Coupling C.        Coupling C. 

Weak   3.22 x10-31     1.87 x10-64         Gravity                             

Strong    2.5 x10-27        2.31 x10-28         Electromagnetism   

   Range             Range 

Weak   2 x10-18              ~          Gravity                              

Strong   1.5 x10-15            ~                        Electromagnetism   

                        ___________       ___________  

         =235.22x         =4.18x               

                 =19x…     =19x…                                                            
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The delicate values of these four “fundamental forces” above are so critical and important that 
slightest difference in any of them would cause some dire consequences, such as the collapse of 
whole universe even in the beginning, and so no formation of stars, no production of elements               
in stars, and so also no production of carbon therein, and consequently thus no universe and no 
life on earth at all, as we know it today! So it is thus very significant and absolutely remarkable 
that our supreme Lord by thus most Wisely and wondrously putting His 19 coded, symmetrical 
most magnificent Signature on these four “fundamental forces” in the manner we have witnessed 
above (please, also see again Quran Testament 7/185 & 74/26-30), He thus also unmistakably 
and clearly points out to us that neither Big bang nor Evolutionary Creation thereafter was 
definitely NOT the result of blind forces of a vacant universe, but they are certainly thus the  
most marvelous and magnificent actual Creation acts of a supreme Lord (=AL-LAH) who is thus                
the one and only Ceator and the Master of the universe/universes and all that are in them, thus 
even in the first place here. (Please, also certainly see in this respect now: Quran Testament 
21/30 & 7/185)    

  

                                                                        
image credit: space.com (Moon)             image credit: spacestationinfo.com (Sun) 

 

5- The “sun” and the “moon” (run) by a calculation! (Quran Testament 55/5) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

 

When orbiting the earth, at its farthest point (=apogee), the distance between the (surface of the) 
earth to (the center of the) moon is 399.325 km;                              
When orbiting the sun, at its farhest point (=aphelion), the distance between the (surface of the) 
earth to (the center of the) sun is 152.091.862 km.   
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Apogee:       Aphelion:      
the distance between the surface of the earth   the distance between the surface of the earth  
to the center of the moon     to the center of the sun     
when it is at its farthest point:    when it is at its farthest point: 

399325  km       152091862  km                                           

=19x…      =19x… 
Here, we should pay attention and clearly notice that based on this most specific Verse in the 
Quran Testament (=74/28; so please, see it again now on p. 1), we thus always disregard/exclude 
on the left side, and disregard/eliminate on the right side all those exponential numbers, and/or 
fractions in each and every of these 19 coded, most magnificent Miracles of our supreme Lord 
here. And this is what we always do also in each and every of those 19 coded, most magnificent 
Miracles of our supreme Lord thus in His book of Religion, here in the first place --(as they are 
already thus clearly presented in “An Awesome Miracle 1 & 2,” and then also in all those other 
most Miraculous documents therein)-- within a perfectly parallel manner, in each and every time, 
on both sides, therein, based on this most specific clear and unmistakable instruction of our 
supreme Lord here, in this regard, thus in the first place. (Please, see again Quran Testament 
74/26-30)! But we should also clearly perceive herein that at least at one point on the surface of 
the earth, the distance between the surface of the earth to the center of the moon, and then to the 
center of the sun will thus also totally and exactly be multiple of “19” therein for/in each cases 
above.       
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image credit: nineplanets.org (Moon)                                          image credit: nasa.gov (Earth) 

 

20- And in the earth there are (mathematical) “Signs” for those who will attain certainty.    
(Quran Testament 51/20)   

32- And by the moon! (Quran Testament 74/32) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also in that “earth” 
and “moon” above), and also in their own bodies, until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear to them 
that certainly it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!”              
(Quran Testament 74/30) 

 

The highest point on Moon is: 10.7 km (source: lroc.sese.asu.edu), and the highest point on earth 
is: 6.3 km (=on Mount Chimborazo, Ecuador) here;     

so the highest point on Moon     so the highest point on Earth      
(when thus measured from its center   (when thus measured from its center    
to/on its surface therein) approx:   to/on its surface herein): 

Radius: 1738.1 + Highest Mountain: 10.7  Radius: 6378.1 + Highest Mountain: 6.3    

1748.8  km      6384.4  km     

=19x…      =19x… 
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image credit: sos.noaa.gov (Mercury)                   image credit: zmescience.com (Venus) 

 

105- How many a (mathematical) “Sign” in the skies (=thus also all those planets therein) and 
the earth do they pass by, while they are still turning away from it. (Quran Testament 12/105) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

 

     Diameter (in km)      Diameter (in km) 

        Mercury               4879    12104         Venus 

        Moon   3476    12756         Earth 

        Mars   6792    142984         Jupiter 

        Saturn    120536   51118         Uranus 

        Naiad   0058    49528         Neptune                  

     ____________   ____________ 

133 266 

=19x…   =19x… 
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Please, note that in the above Table, we have only placed the main “8” planets --(dwarf planets: 
ceres, pluto, haumea, makemake, eris have not been taken into account here)-- and thus properly 
placed all those “8” main Planets in accordance with their distance to the Sun (=from the closest 
one: “Mercury” to the farthest: “Neptune”) therein.                                                                                    
And we have also thus specifically placed “Moon” (because it is thus special to us, and it is the 
one and only natural “single” satellite around a main Planet in our solar system; all those other 
main Planets have at least two or more natural satellites orbiting them). And finally, we have 
thus also specifically placed “Naiad” (=the first moon of Neptune) in that last row thus in order 
to rightfully complete the perfect Symmetry in our above Table. And because that “Naiad” has a 

diameter (=0.058 km) therein, it actually does not add anything to our Table above, so it has thus 

just been taken into account for the sake of perfect Symmetry therein.  
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image credit: universetoday.com (Uranus)          image credit: cseligman.com (Neptune) 

 

 

    Mass (in kg)       Mass (in kg) 

       Mercury      3.3010x1023      4.8673 x1024  Venus 

       Moon      7.3477 x1022     5.9722 x1024  Earth 

       Mars       6.4169 x1023          1.8981 x1027  Jupiter 

       Saturn       5.6832 x1026                     1.1989 x1015  Ijiraq 

       Uranus       8.6810 x1025          1.0241 x1026  Neptune                  

  ______________       ______________ 

  =31.4298      =14.9606 

  =19x…       =19x… 
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Please, note that in the above Table, we have only placed the main “8” planets --(dwarf planets: 
ceres, pluto, haumea, makemake, eris have not been taken into account here again)-- and thus 
properly placed all those “8” main Planets in accordance with their distance to the Sun (=from 
the closest one: “Mercury” to the farthest: “Neptune”) therein again. And we have also 
specifically placed “Moon” again (due to that same reason as clearly explained previously).                     
And finally, we have also specifically placed this time “Ijiraq” (=the first moon of Saturn whose 
total mass is thus exactly a multiple of “19” in kg therein) in the fourth row in order to rightfully 
complete the perfect Symmetry in our above Table here again. And because that “Ijiraq” has a 

mass (=1.1989 x1015  kg herein in Scientific notation), it actually does not change anything                 

in our Table above, so it has thus just been taken into account for the sake of perfect Symmetry 
herein again.                                                                                                                                                  
And because that in our first Table above (which is based on “diameters” of all those “8” main 
Planets therein) the first moon of Neptune has thus extraneously been taken into account therein, 
we  have placed it as 

              Naiad     Neptune,     

and because that in our second Table above (which is based on “masses” of all those “8” main 
Planets herein) the twenty fourth moon of Saturn has thus extraneously been taken into account 
herein, we have placed it as 

              Saturn    Ijiraq.        

The data is taken from “solarsystem.nasa.gov” for/in both of those two magnificent Tables 
above. 
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en.wikipedia.org (Jupiter and some of its moons)               en.wikipedia.org (Saturn and some of its moons)  

 

So there are thus “eight” main planets in our solar system, and there are many natural satellites 
orbiting them. But here are those natural satellites whose diameters are bigger than “eighty” km 
therein: 

Number of satellites whose diameters                            
are bigger than “eighty” km 

  Mercury      0  0   Venus 

  Earth      1  0   Mars 

  Jupiter      7 13   Saturn 

  Uranus    11  6   Neptune 

            __________  __________ 

 =19 =19 
The natural satellites of Earth whose diameters are bigger than “eighty” km:     
1) Moon                                           
The natural satellites of Jupiter whose diameters are bigger than “eighty” km:     
1) Amalthea 2) Thebe 3) Lo 4) Europa 5) Ganymede 6) Callisto 7) Himalia    
The natural satellites of Saturn whose diameters are bigger than “eighty” km:     
1) Prometheus 2) Pandora 3) Epimetheus 4) Janus 5) Mimas 6) Enceladus 7) Tethys 8) Dione               
9) Rhea 10) Titan 11) Hyperion 12) Lapetus 13) Phoebe         
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The natural satellites of Uranus whose diameters are bigger than “eighty” km:     
1) Juliet 2) Portia 3) Belinda 4) Puck 5) Miranda 6) Ariel 7) Umbriel 8) Titania 9) Oberon                   
10) Caliban 11) Sycorax            
The natural satellites of Neptune whose diameters are bigger than “eighty” km:     
1) Despina 2) Galatea 3) Larissa 4) Proteus 5) Triton 6) Nereid 

The data --(which was last updated therein in May 2012)-- is thus taken from 
“skyandtelescope.com” for/in that excellent Table above.   
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image credit: sciencemuseum.org.uk (Sun and the orbiting Planets) 

 

53- We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also in all those 
planets here), and also in their own bodies, until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear to them that 
certainly it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

4- When Joseph said to his father: O my father, I saw (in my dream) eleven planets, and the sun 
and the moon; I saw them prostrating before me!                                                                                          
7- So in Joseph and his (eleven) brothers (=thus each of them represents a planet therein above) 
there are (mathematical) “Signs” for those who will comprehend! (Quran Testament 12/4, 7)  

30- Upon it (there is) “19!”              
(Quran Testament 74/30) 

 

So we should pay attention and first of all thus clearly perceive herein that it is definitely not said 
“there are only eleven planets in our solar system” in the above Verse, but because that Joseph 
had specifically “eleven brothers” therein, so it is thus strongly pointed out therein to us that                
Al-lah will create His 19 coded, most magnificent Plannings based on only “eleven planets” (i.e.) 
in our first Table here; Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Ceres, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, 
Pluto, Eris; and in our second Table here; Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Ceres, Jupiter, Saturn, 
Uranus, Neptune, Haumea, Makemake, as we will clearly witness them now.                           
And please, note that our supreme Lord has thus most Wisely and wondrously employed all of 
those main planets (=Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune), and then 
all of those known dwarf planets now (=Ceres, Pluto, Haumea, Makemake, Eris) in this                    
most Wise and magnificent manner here.            
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        Orbital periods          Orbital periods      
             (in years)              (in years) 

       Venus   0.62    0.24     Mercury 

       Moon   0.00    1.00     Earth 

       Mars   1.88    4.59     Ceres 

       Saturn   29.46   11.86     Jupiter 

       Uranus   84.01   164.80    Neptune 

       Pluto   247.70   561.37     Eris  

       ____________   ____________           

361     741 

=19x…  =19x… 
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    Rotational periods     Rotational periods                          
(hours)                    (hours) 

     Venus   5832.4 1407.5     Mercury 

     Earth   23.9    0.0      Moon 

     Mars   24.6    9.1      Ceres 

     Saturn   10.7    9.9      Jupiter 

     Uranus   17.2    16.1        Neptune 

     Haumea   3.9    22.5          Makemake  

      ____________   ____________           

5909  1463 

    =19x…   =19x… 

Please, note that we have placed all these “11” planets in the same unique order in our first and 
second Table above. The only exception is: in the first Table, we have legitimately placed the 
“Moon” on the left, and in the second Table, on the right side. And please, note that in the first 
Table, we do not take into account the orbital period of the Sun, nor the Moon, and then also               
in the second Table, we do not take into account the rotational period of the Sun, nor the Moon; 
because the Sun thus only serves here as a central point around which all these Planets thus orbit 
and rotate, and the Moon thus only serves here by rightfully completing the perfect Symmetry              
in both of those Tables above, thus to exactly fulfill the special dream of prophet Joseph, also             
in this most specific respect, by the command of our supreme Lord AL-LAH here now. (Please, 
certainly see again Quran Testament 12/4, 7 above.)                                                                                                                             
The data is taken from “solarsystem.nasa.gov” again for/in both of those magnificent Tables 
above.      
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image credit: solarsystem.nasa.gov (Outer Solar System) 

Now, let us see the distance of those “eleven planets” (Quran Testament 12/4, 7) to the Sun   
at “perihelion” (=when they are “closest” to the Sun in their orbit) in our first Table here:  

distance (in km)     distance (in km) 

       Mercury       46001009      107476170         Venus 

       Earth     147098291     0363104         Moon 

       Ceres      380951528    206655215         Mars 

       Jupiter    740679835     4459753056          Neptune 

       Saturn    1349823615     5157623774        Haumea 

       Uranus    2734998229   5765732799           Eris   

            ______________   ______________ 

  5396      15694 

 =19x…      =19x… 
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Now, let us see the distance of these “eleven planets” (Quran Testament 12/4, 7) to the Sun   
at “aphelion” (=when they are “farthest” from the Sun in their orbit) in our second Table here:  

distance (in km)    distance (in km) 

     Mercury     69817445    108942780      Venus 

     Earth   152098233    0405696      Moon 

     Mars    249232432  446428973      Ceres 

     Jupiter  816001807    4537039826       Neptune 

     Saturn  1503509229   7706399149       Haumea 

     Uranus  3006318143 7894762625       Makemake   

            ______________   ______________ 

5795    20691 

=19x…    =19x… 
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Please, note that we have placed all these “11” planets in the same unique order in our first and 
the second Table above. The only difference is: in the first Table, we have placed it as                             
“Ceres – Mars,” and in the second Table, we have placed it as “Mars – Ceres” therein.                          
And because that there is also only one different “planet” in our second Table above (=in the  
first one, we have finally placed “Eris,” and in the second one, we have thus finally placed 
“Makemake” therein) this one difference thereafter in this respect is thus also perfectly plausible 
therein.                                                                                                                                                        
And please, note that because “Pluto” is an irregular planet (=i.e. although it is in the outer solar 
system, it intrudes into the main solar system and gets ahead of Neptune at its closest point               
to the Sun; please, see the image above), we have excluded it in both of our two Tables above 
because of this irregularity and violation, in the first place. And our supreme Lord has thus 
exactly fulfilled again the special dream of His prominent servant Joseph (peace be upon him), 
also in this respect now, by having thus most Wisely and wondrously employed all these “eleven 
planets” (Quran Testament 12/4, 7) in His above perfectly complementary two Tables in this 
most Magnificent manner here again. (So please, certainly see again Quran Testament in this 
respect now: 41/53 & 12/4, 7 & 74/30)                                                                                                        
The data is taken from “solarsystem.nasa.gov” again for/in both of those two magnificent Tables 
above.      
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 image credit: bitacoradegalileo.com (Achernar)                   image credit: galacticimages.com (Aldebaran) 

16- And landmarks. And by the “Stars” they are --(based on this code “19” again, which is also 
thus specifically called here as “Guidance; 74/30-31)-- “guided!”                                                 
(Quran Testament 16/16) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30)  

So let us see now (based on their apparent magnitudes) 10 brightest stars in the sky by taking 
into account here their “absolute magnitudes” (provided that they are all in the “minus” 
spectrum) here: 

            Absolute Magnitude        Absolute Magnitude 

Achernar     -1.3    -0.3         Aldebaran 

Canopus    -2.5    -3.2         Spica 

Hadar     -4.4    -4.6         Acrux 

Becrux    -4.7    -5.2         Antares 

Rigel     -8.1    -7.2         Betelgeuse 

    ____________   ____________ 

  =19    =19 
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Please, note that because that our supreme Lord has thus clearly pointed out to us “the nights,”             
that we may thus look at the celestial bodies (=planets, stars, etc.) thus to see the superb creative 
power and glory of Al-lah over all of them therein (Quran Testament 6/76 & 15/16), and then  
He has thus made an oath by the “10 nights” here (Quran Testament 89/2), it is thus perfectly 
legitimate for us to take into account those “10” brightest Stars in the sky here, in the first place. 
And please, pay attention and clearly notice that in the above Table just in the middle row therein            
there is such a perfect parity (4=4) and just above and below this middle point the numbers on 
the right side are thus equally one bigger (2-3 = 4-5), and in the first and the last row the 
numbers on the right side are thus equally one smaller (1-0 = 8-7), thus in a perfect Symmetry 
also in this respect therein again.           
The data is taken from “skyserver.sdss.org” for/in that excellent Table above. 
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 image credit: pokeefe.net (Alpha Centauri B)                    image credit: chandra.harvard.edu (Proxima Centauri) 

 

So let us also see now 10 nearest Stars in the sky by taking into account here their “apparent 
magnitudes” (provided that they are all in the “plus” spectrum) here: 

       Apparent Magnitude        Apparent Magnitude 

Alpha Centauri B          1.34    9.54        Barnard’s 

Lalande 21185            7.48     11.10      Proxima Centauri 

Sirius B           8.44    12.27      Ross 248 

Ross 154           10.45    12.52      Luyten 8B 

Luyten 8A           12.56    13.46      Wolf 359 

             ____________     ____________ 

    38      57         

 =19x…   =19x… 
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Please, note that in our above Table, all the numbers on the right side are bigger than the 
numbers on the left side therein.            
The data is taken from “cosmobrain.com” for/in that excellent Table above. 

And here, let us also remember in this respect these most critical Verses in the Quran Testament, 
and then also in Psalms.      

1- Whatever in the skies (=thus also all those planets, stars, galaxies therein) and the earth (thus 
especially by “19” coded, Symmetrical this most Miraculous mathematical Language; 74/30-31) 
glorify Al-lah. For He is --now, thus on the left side therein-- the Mighty, --on the right side 
therein-- the Wise! (Quran Testament 57/1)           

1- The heavens (=thus also all those planets, stars, galaxies therein) declare the glory of God, and 
His handiwork is thus proclaimed by the sky!                                                                                                   
2- Day following day --now, thus on the left side therein-- utters speech, and night following 
night --on the right side therein-- conveys knowledge --(which will thus be delivered to all 
humanity by prophet David’s descendant, the servant of Al-lah, this “Messenger/Message of the 
Covenant” here; Psalms 118/26)!                                                                                                                                                      
3- There is no (verbal) speech and there are no words; unheard is their (=all those planets, stars 
and galaxies therein) sound (in this respect).                                                                                                                                                
4- But throughout the land their (thus again especially “19” coded, Symmetrical this most 

Miraculous mathematical Language; Psalms 118/19-27) Report --now, thus on the left side 

therein-- goes forth, and their (mathematical) Message --on the right side therein-- reach to the 
end of the world! (Psalms 19/1-4)         
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image credit: map.gsfc.nasa.gov (Milky Way Galaxy)             image credit: solstation.com (Andromeda Galaxy) 

 

53- We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also in all those 
galaxies therein), and also in their own bodies, until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear to them that 
certainly it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

12- And We have (thus) built above you seven mighty (in “brightness” here) ones (=galaxies)!                        
(Quran Testament 78/12) 

87- And We have (thus) given you seven of/as the pairs (thus also of all those “galaxies” above) 
and thus a great Quran!            
(Quran Testament 15/87) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!”            
(Quran Testament 74/30) 

 

So let us see now those “14” brightest galaxies in the sky --(as “7 pairs” here; 15/87)-- by taking 
into account their “apparent magnitudes” here. 
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Apparent Magnitude     Apparent Magnitude 

MilkyWay          0.1   2.3    Small Magellanic 

Large Magellanic         0.9   3.5    Andromeda 

Bodes           6.9   5.7    Triangulum 

M 110          8.1   7.1    Centaurus 

Cigar G.        8.2   7.3    SilverCoin 

M 32        8.2   7.6    Southern Pinwheel 

Sombrero          8.3   7.9    Pinwheel   

    ____________    ____________ 

38    38  

 =19x…   =19x…   
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image credit: spacetelescope.org (Small Magellanic Cloud)         image credit: spacetelescope.org (Large Magellanic Cloud) 

So let us also see now those “14” nearest galaxies in the sky --(as “7 pairs” here again; 15/87)-- 
by taking into account their “absolute magnitudes” here. 

       Absolute Magnitude     Absolute Magnitude 

Ursa Major II    -4.2           -6.7    Ursa Major I                              

Boötes     -5.8           -8.7    Draco     

Ursa Minor     -7.1            -8.9    Carina      

Sextans     -7.9           -11.5    Fornax     

Leo II      -9.2           -12.6    Sagittarius   

Sculptor     -9.7           -14.5    Canis Major    

Small Magellanic    -16.3             -17.9    Large Magellanic    

              ____________   ____________ 

-57      -76  

  =19x…    =19x…   
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Please, note that in our above Table, all the numbers on the right side are bigger than the 
numbers on the left side therein.           
And here, let us also remember in this respect these remarkable prophecies of prophet Jesus 
(peace be upon him), and prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) thus here.  

26- And then the --(19 coded; Luke 17/17)-- sign of the “Son of Man” (=a reference to this 
“Messenger/Message of the Covenant” here, who would thus definitely be sent by Al-lah in this 
Last and Third Day (=Millennium); please, see Gospel-John 6/27, 40) will appear in heaven                       
--(thus within all those planets and stars, first of all), and all the tribes of the earth will be 
mourning --(due to some significant calamities that will thus be coming upon many regions                  
on earth around this time)-- and (thereafter) they will (thus) see the “Son of Man” coming upon 
the “Clouds” (=please, especially notice those small and large magellanic “Clouds” on the above 
Table within those galaxies here now, in this respect) of heaven (thus) with --on the left side 
therein-- (mathematical) Power, and --on the right side therein-- (mathematical) great Glory!                                 
27- And he will thus send out his “Angels” (please, see all those “Angels” now within                           
“A Glorious Miracle” document in this respect here) with a trumpet blast --(thus especially 
via/on internet now), and they will thus gather his elect from the four winds, from one end of the 
heavens to the other. (Gospel-Mark 13/26-27)  

72- Prophet Muhammad said: “Mahdee” (=a reference to this “Messenger/Message of the 
Covenant” here, the descendant of prophet Muhammad, who would thus definitely be sent by   
Al-lah in this Last Day (=Millennium); please, also certainly see all those other most authentic 
prophecies of prophet Muhammad in this respect, within “A Supernal Miracle” document here) 
will come out, and above his head will be a piece of “Clouds” (=please, especially see again 
those small and large magellanic “Clouds” on the above Table now, in this respect), and in/by 
them will be an “Angel” (please, see all those “Angels” now within “A Glorious Miracle” 
document again in this respect here) announcing: Certainly, this person is “Mahdee (=the long 
awaited and anticipated descendant of prophet Muhammad who is thus specifically “guided”                 
(=yahdee) by Al-lah here, thus essentially based on this 19 coded “Guidance” (=Hudaa) here; 
74/30-31 & 39/23);” so you shall follow him! (from Tabaraane, Musnadu 2/71-72) 
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image credit: en.wikipedia.org (Mount Elbrus)            image credit: en.wikipedia.org (Mount Everest) 

 

15- He has placed on earth rooted “Mountains,” lest it sway with you, and rivers and roads,       
so that you may thereby --(based on this code “19” again, which is also thus specifically called 
here as “Guidance;” 74/30-31 thus)-- be “guided!”                                                                                  
(Quran Testament 16/15) 

20- And on earth (=thus also in all those “Mountains” therein again) are (mathematical) “Signs” 
for those who will attain certainty! (Quran Testament 51/20) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

 

So we will take the two highest Mountains now in each of these “8” continents/lands on earth 
thus in such a perfectly corresponding manner here, in the first place: 

North America    Asia 

Greenland      Australia     

South America    Africa 

Europe    Antarctica      

and see the total heights of them therein now. 
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               Height (in m)        Height (in m) 

Mt. Mc Kinley    6194    8850      Mt. Everest                                                          

Mt. Logan      5959     8611      Mt. K2 

Mt. Gunnbjorn     3694    2228      Mt. Kosciuszko                                                

Mt. Kershaw      3683    2209      Mt. Townsend 

Mt. Aconcagua    6962    5895      Mt. Klimanjaro                                           

Mt. Ojos     6893    5199      Mt. Kenya 

Mt. Elbrus     5642    4892      Mt. Vinson                                                     

Mt. Blanc     4808    4852        Mt. Tyree 

           __________      __________ 

38   38    

       =19x…   =19x… 
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image credit: en.wikipedia.org (Missouri River)              image credit: en.wikipedia.org (Nile River) 

 

15- He has placed on earth rooted mountains, lest it sway with you, and “Rivers” and roads,       
so that you may thereby --(based on this code “19” again, which is also thus specifically called 
here as “Guidance;” 74/30-31 thus)-- be “guided!”                                                                                
(Quran Testament 16/15) 

20- And on earth (=thus also in all those “Rivers” therein again) are (mathematical) “Signs”                   
for those who will attain certainty! (Quran Testament 51/20) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

 

So we will take the two longest “Rivers” now in each of these “8” continents/lands on earth             
this time in such a perfectly corresponding manner here: 

North America    Greenland 

Asia        Australia     

South America    Africa 

Europe    Antarctica      

and see the total lengths of them therein now. 
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                  Length (in m)      Length (in m) 

R. Mac Kenzie             4244    0071       R. Majorqaq   

 R. Missouri             3767    0064      R. Kangerlussuaq 

R. Yangtze               6240    2375       R. Murray   

 R. Yellow              5504    1485       R. Murrumbidgee 

R. Amazon              6400    6695       R. Nile   

 R. Parana             4472    4640       R. Congo   

 R. Madeira             3250   4160      R. Niger   

 R. Tocantins             2640   2700      R. Zambezi 

R. Volga              3692    0030       R. Onyx   

 R. Danube           2860    0020      R. Alph 

    __________       __________ 

     38    19    

                        =19x…    =19x… 
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Please, note that for Mississippi-Missouri river system for/in North America, we have thus only 
taken into account the basic river Missouri therein, like for Murray-Darling river system                      
for/in Australia, we have thus only taken into account the basic river Murray therein, in our 
above Table.                                                 
And please, note that because that those two longest rivers (=Majorqaq and Kangerlussuaq)                  

in Greenland, and (=Onyx and Alph) in Antarctica could thus give us only “0” m therein,                   

we have also thus taken the next two longest rivers (=Madeira and Tocantins) in South America, 
and (=Niger and Zambezi) in Africa, thus to perfectly compensate for that loss therein, in the 
first place. 
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image credit: michiganlakes.com (Lake Michigan)           image credit: listsofworld.com (Caspian Sea) 

109- Say: If the ocean were ink --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side--                  
for the Words of my Lord, the ocean would run out before the Words of my Lord run out 
(therein), even if/when We were to bring the like of it (=all those oceans) --for/on the right side-- 
as an ink (thereafter)! (Quran Testament 18/109)  

27- If all the trees on earth were made into pens and the ocean (supplied the ink, as pointed out   
above), augmented by “seven” more seas (therein), the Words of Al-lah would not run out.                          
For Al-lah is --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables herein again, on that left side-- the 
Mighty, --on that right side-- the Wise! (Quran Testament 31/27)  

 

Here, first of all, we should clearly see that this specific word (=albahru) in the Quran Testament 
can sometimes thus refer to all “oceans” (including all seas therein) on earth (as in 18/109 
above), and sometimes to some specific “seas” and/or “lakes” which has salty or fresh water 
therein (as in 25/53). So here, when we perceive it as all “oceans,” we see that the surface area of 
all “oceans” (including all seas on earth therein) is:         

       = 361648138  km2           = 361648138  km2        

     =19x…       =19x… 

thus for/on the left and the right side here, in the first place. (18/109) So let us see then the 
“seven” largest “Lakes” on earth, for/on the left and the right side therein again, after this, as our 
supreme Lord has thus clearly pointed out to us in a most Wise and wondrous manner here again 
in this above Verse (31/27) thereafter!  
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           Surface Area (in km2)      Surface Area (in km2) 

Balkash      17070              18130           Ladoga 

Ontario       19477             23753           Winnipeg 

Erie        25719             28930           Great Slave 

Great Bear       31080             30044           Malawi 

Tanganyika       32893             31500           Baikal 

Superior       82414              69485           Victoria 

Michigan-Huron      117702         371000           Caspian 

         ____________    ____________ 

  323    570 

=19x…    =19x… 

Please, note that in the first three rows above, the larger Lakes are on the right side, and in the 
second three rows thereafter the smaller Lakes are on the right side, and in the last row --(which 
is exceptional in the respect that Michigan-Huron is specifically a “fresh water” Lake on the left 
side therein, and Caspian Sea is specifically a “salty water” Lake/Sea on the right side therein), 
the larger one is thus exceptionally on the right side therein again. So let us see now these related 
most specific Verses (25/53 & 55/19-20) in the Quran Testament which already thus most 
Miraculously and wondrously informs us about it here thus:    
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53- And He is the One who has let free the two Seas (or Lakes); one is --now, thus also on the 
left side above-- fresh and palatable (=Michigan-Huron), and the other --on the right side  
therein-- salty and bitter (=Caspian)! And He has made between them a distance, and thus an 
inviolable barrier. (Quran Testament 25/53) 

19-  He has let free the two Seas (or Lakes) --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables above 
again-- facing each other.           
20- Between them is a distance; they do not violate --(the “19” coded measurements thus decreed 
upon them by Al-lah; 74/30 therein)! (Quran Testament 25/53)  

 

So here are those two specific Seas (or Lakes) thus facing each other here, in the first place: 

 

        

        image credit: ilike2learn.com           
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image credit: movingplanets.com (Continents)       image credit: theworldsoceans.com (Oceans) 

 

63- (Al-lah is) the One who --(with this code “19” again, which is also thus specifically called 
here as “Guidance” by Him; 74/30-31 thus)-- “guides” you (now) in the darkness of --now, thus 
also on the left side therein-- the land (=continents) and --on the right side-- the sea (=oceans)!                                         
(Quran Testament 27/63) 

53- We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also in all those 
continents and oceans above), and in their own bodies, until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear to 
them that certainly it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

87- And We have given you seven of/as the pairs (thus also of those continents and oceans here) 
and thus a great Quran! (Quran Testament 15/87) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

 

So let us see now all the surface areas of each of those seven “continents,” and seven “oceans”  
of our earth, in this unique manner here: 
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Surface Area (in km2)      Surface Area (in km2) 

     Australia     9008500   40270000   S. Atlantic Ocean 

     Arctic Ocean   15558000   17840000    S. America 

     Europe     10180000   70560000    Indian Ocean 

     Southern Ocean    21960000   30370000    Africa 

     Antarctica     13720000   77010000    N. Pacific Ocean 

     N. Atlantic Ocean    41896000   43820000    Asia 

     N. America    24490000    84750000    S. Pacific Ocean 

                  ____________    ____________           

133    361     

=19x…   =19x…   

Please, note that we legitimately excluded the Mediterranean Sea (because it is almost totally 
closed off) from North Atlantic Ocean, and then in a parallel manner eliminated South China Sea 
from North Pacific Ocean above. (74/28)                                                   
The data for the surface areas of each Continent is taken from “mapsofworld.com”                                             
and for the surface areas of each Ocean from “ngdc.noaa.gov” for/in this excellent Table above.   
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image credit: arts.monash.edu.au (Forests Australia)            image credit: treehugger.com (Forests Brazil) 

 

6- And the “Stars” (in all those galaxies before) and the “Trees” (in all these forests here)                      
with “19” coded, Mathematical superb Language here again; 74/30) all prostrate (before Al-lah)! 
(Quran Testament 55/6)  

53- We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also in all those 
“forests” above), and also in their own bodies, until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear to them that 
certainly it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

87- And We have given you seven of/as the pairs (thus also of those “forests” here) and thus               
a great Quran! (Quran Testament 15/87) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

 

So let us see now the seven pairs of largest Forest areas by Countries in the world thus in this 
most specific manner here: 
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       (Area in km2)   (Area in km2) 

   Forests Angola           588544       606340      Forests Colombia  

   Forests Mexico           637172     677598     Forests India 

   Forests Sudan           663677     685536     Forests Peru 

   Forests Congo           1329707     847522    Forests Indonesia 

   Forests Australia           1632912      3101340   Forests Canada 

   Forests China           2054056     4714920   Forests Brazil 

   Forests Usa            3034070      8085986   Forests Russia 

    ______________   ______________ 

  9937      18715 

       =19x…     =19x… 

The data is taken from “atoplists.com” for/in this excellent Table above. (The data is collected by 
United Nation Static Division therein, date of information: 2011)      
Please, note that even if/when these specific Forest areas change in the future, this data will thus 
remain valid for/within this magnificent Miracle above, as it has thus clearly been presented to 
all humanity by this “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” by the permission of Al-lah (6/59)                 
now for/at this right time here. (Quran Testament 41/53)    
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image credit: wikipedia.org (Hawaii Island)            image credit: wikipedia.org (Borneo Island)   

                                                                                                        

image credit: wikipedia.org  (Lake Tahoe)                        image credit: wikipedia.org (Lake Issyk Kul) 

  

27- And We made therein rooted “Islands” that are “tall!” … (Quran Testament 77/27) 

40- Or it is like darkness in a “Lake” that is “deep!” … (Quran Testament 24/40) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also in all those             
“tallest” Islands and “deepest” Lakes above), and in their own bodies, until (thus) it becomes 
perfectly clear to them that certainly it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

87- And We have given you seven of/as the pairs (thus also of those “tallest” Islands here, in the 
first place) and thus a great Quran! (Quran Testament 15/87) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

  

So let us see now the seven pairs of “tallest” Islands on earth thus in this most specific manner                      
here:  
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  from sea level to     from sea level to                                                                                                      
highest point (in m)  highest point (in m) 

Greenland    3700     3323          Sicily 

Tenerife    3718     3455          Celebes 

Lombok     3726     3676          Java 

South Island    3754     3794          Ross Island 

Honshu    3776     3800          Sumatra 

Taiwan    3997     4094          Borneo 

Hawaii     4205     4884          New Guinea 

                 ____________    ____________ 

266    266   

=19x… =19x… 

Please, note that in the first three rows above the taller Islands are on the left side, in the middle 
row those two Islands are exactly same (based on those specific first two digits therein) in height,      
and in the last three rows the taller Islands are thus on the right side.                     
The data is taken from “worldsislandsinfo.com” for/in this excellent Table above. 
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  from sea level to            from sea level to                                                                                                      
deepest point (in m)       deepest point (in m) 

Baikal    1637   1470      Tanganyika 

Tahoe        501   586       General Carrera 

Sarez         505   590       Matano 

Toba         505   594       Crater 

Quesnel        506   614       Great Slave 

Hornindalsvatnet        514   668       Issyk Kul 

Malawi        706   800       Pinatubo 

Vostok        924   836       O’Higgins 

    ____________    ____________ 

57    57   

 =19x…   =19x… 

Please, note that in the first and the last row above, the deeper Lakes are on the left side, then                
in the first three rows all those Lakes are exactly same (based on those specific first digits therein 
again) in depth, and in the next three rows the deeper Lakes are thus on the right side again.  
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And please, note that in the first Table above, the total “heights” of those tallest Islands were 
thus equal therein (266 = 266), and here the total “depths” of these deepest Lakes are thus equal                 
(57 = 57) here again. And those specific first “two digits” (=1637 and 1470) in the very first row 
on this above Table thus perfectly connects the two Tables above, in this respect.                                 
So henceforth, they are thus perfectly complementary (7 pairs of “tallest” Islands, and 8 pairs of 
“deepest” Lakes) above.                                        
And please, note that we have not taken into account “Caspian Sea” for/in this Table above, 
because it is thus considered a “Sea” rather than a “Lake” here, in this respect.      
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image credit: sciencedaily.com (Sahara Desert)                 image credit: eoearth.org (Great Victoria Desert) 

 

39- And those who disbelieved, their works are like a mirage in a “Desert” ….     
(Quran Testament 24/39) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also in those             
“Deserts” above), and in their own bodies, until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear to them that 
certainly it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

87- And We have given you seven of/as the pairs (thus also of those “Deserts” here) and thus              
a great Quran! (Quran Testament 15/87) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

  

So let us see now the seven pairs of largest Deserts on earth thus in this most specific manner                     
here:  
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(Surface Area in km2)          (Surface Area in km2) 

Sonoran    310798   336698       Colorado Plateau 

Gibson    310798   349648       Karakum 

Great Sandy    388498   453247       Chihuahuan 

Thar     453247   492097       Great Basin 

Kalahari     569797   647497        Great Victoria 

Arabian    2589988   673396       Patagonian 

Sahara    9064958   1294994       Gobi 

      ____________    ____________ 

133     38   

=19x…  =19x… 

Please, note that because that the measurements of these Deserts vary largely from source to 
source due to their different measurement criteria therein, and/or from year to year, due to 
climate conditions and also some other factors therein, we have thus proceeded in the broadest 
sense (=i.e. by thus basically taking into account only the related very first digits therein) in our 
above Table.                                                                                                                                                
The data is taken from “geology.com” for/in this excellent Table above.  
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image credit: thesebonesofmine.com     image credit: csispine.com   

 

26- No, when it reaches up to the “collarbones;” …. (Quran Testament 75/26)   

7- It comes out from between the “spine” and the “ribs.” (Quran Testament 86/7) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons, and in their own bodies 
(=thus also within those “collarbones,” the “spine” and the “ribs” above), until (thus) it becomes 
perfectly clear to them that certainly it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

 

So let us take a look and find out now the exact number of these “collarbones” (=clavicles), the 
“spine” and the “ribs,” in total, in a human body, thus on either side, here: 
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Left Clavicle        1    1    Right Clavicle 

Left true Ribs        7    7    Right true Ribs 

Left false Ribs        5    5    Right false Ribs 

Left -cervical- Vertebrae    7    7   Right -cervical- Vertebrae 

Left -thoracic- Vertebrae    12   12   Right -thoracic- Vertebrae 

Left -lumbar- Vertebrae     5    5    Right -lumbar- Vertebrae 

Left Sacrum        1    1   Right Sacrum  

__________   __________             

     38    38 

             =19x…     =19x… 

Please, note that because that we have thus taken into account the “clavicles” (75/26) above the 
ribs, in the first place, we have also thus rightfully taken into account the “sacrum” below the 
spine, in our above Table. And please, note that the --left & right-- “coccyx” (please, see that 
smallest extra bone below the “sacrum” in the image above) thus represent --on the left side-- 
disregarded/excluded, and --on the right side-- disregarded/eliminated part on our Table above, 
based on this most basic Verse again (=74/28) here in this case. (So please, certainly see again            
74/26-30 on p. 1)  
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image credit: britannica.com (Hand)    image credit: britannica.com (Foot)   

 

3- Does the human being think that We cannot gather his “bones?”                                                                                                                           
4- Yes, We are able to reconstruct (even all of) his “finger (bones)!”                                    
(Quran Testament 75/4) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons, and in their own bodies 
(=thus also within all of those “finger bones” above), until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear to 
them that certainly it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

 

So let us take a look and find out now the exact number of these “finger bones,” in total, in a 
human hand, and then also a foot, here: 
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Finger bones       Finger bones     
of the left hand:        of the right hand:                                           

metacarpal bones       5  5    metacarpal bones 

proximal phalanges      5  5    proximal phalanges 

middle phalanges      4  4    middle phalanges 

distal phalanges      5  5    distal phalanges 

           __________  __________ 

                 =19   =19    
Finger bones       Finger bones     
of the left foot:        of the right foot:                                           

metatarsal bones       5  5    metatarsal bones 

proximal phalanges      5  5    proximal phalanges 

middle phalanges      4  4    middle phalanges 

distal phalanges      5  5    distal phalanges 

           __________  __________ 

                 =19   =19 
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Please, note that those --(not “fingerlike” but rather)-- rounded or cubic shaped small carpal and 
tarsal bones (gray colored bones in the image above for the hand, and also for the foot therein) 
thus represent --on the left side-- disregarded/excluded, and --on the right side-- 
disregarded/eliminated part on our Table above, based on this most basic Verse again (=74/28) 
here in this case.   
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         image credit: users.forthnet.gr (upper and lower Teeth)                             

    

45- And We have decreed therein (=in Torah) for them: … and a “tooth” for a “tooth” …                           
But whoever forgives it out of charity (therein), it will atone for his own sins.                            
(Quran Testament 5/45) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons, and in their own bodies 
(=thus also within all those upper and lower “Teeth” above), until (thus) it becomes perfectly 
clear to them that certainly it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

 

So let us take a look and find out now the exact number of all the crowns and roots of these 
upper and lower “Teeth” above, thus here: 
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upper Teeth                             the number of        the number of   upper Teeth            
crowns, roots        crowns, roots 

    two incisors               2, 2   2, 2   two incisors 

    one canine                 1, 1   1, 1   one canine 

    one premolar                1, 2   1, 2   one premolar  

    one premolar                1, 1   1, 1    one premolar 

    two molars                2, 6   2, 6   two molars 

         __________            __________ 

           =19           =19   

     lower Teeth                             the number of         the number of  lower Teeth     
crowns, roots         crowns, roots 

    two incisors               2, 2   2, 2   two incisors 

    one canine                 1, 1   1, 1   one canine 

    one premolar                1, 1   1, 1   one premolar  

    one premolar                1, 1   1, 1    one premolar 

    three molars                3, 6   3, 6   three molars 

         __________            __________ 

           =19           =19    
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Please, note that in the upper and the lower Teeth above, only the usual number of roots (seen             
in more/most of the people) have thus been taken into account therein. And again, usually the 
more/most prone ones to be impacted and must be taken out (=third molars: widom teeth therein) 
in the upper Teeth are --on the left side-- disregarded/excluded, and --on the right side-- 
disregarded/eliminated also on our Table above, based on this most basic Verse again (=74/28)                  
here in this case.                               
So ultimately, “7” pairs of upper teeth, and “8” pairs of lower teeth have thus correctly given us 
this perfect results on our Table above.                                                                 
The data is thus taken from “dental-picture-show.com/endodontics” for/in both of those two 
excellent Tables above.    
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image credit: face-and-emotion.com (Cranial and facial bones)  

 

150- …then Moses took his brother (Aaron) by his “head” dragging him (therein) towards 
himself. (Quran Testament 7/150) 

259- And also look at the “bones” (now) how We construct them; …. (Quran Testament 2/259)    

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons, and in their own bodies 
(=thus also within all those “bones” of the “head/skull” above), until (thus) it becomes perfectly 
clear to them that certainly it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

  

So let us take a look and find out now the exact number of all the major “bones” in a human 
skull, here: 
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cranial and facial bones:        cranial and facial bones: 

left parietal bone    I     I  right parietal bone                                                

left temporal bone    I     I  right temporal bone    

left frontal bone    I     I  right frontal bone    

left occipital bone    I     I  right occipital bone     

left sphenoid bone    I     I  right sphenoid bone    

left ethmoid bone    I     I  right ethmoid bone      

left nasal bone   I I  right nasal bone    

left lacrimal bone  I I  right lacrimal bone     

left zygomatic bone  I I  right zygomatic bone    

left maxilla   I I  right maxilla     

left vomer   I I  right vomer                                               

left upper teeth  I I  right upper teeth                                   

left lower teeth  I I  right lower teeth                                             

left mandible   I I  right mandible     

left palatine bone  I I  right palatine bone    

left nasal conchae  I I  right nasal conchae     

ear bones:      ear bones: 

left malleus   I I  right malleus     

left incus   I I  right incus     

left stapes   I I  right stapes   

__________    __________  

=19      =19 
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Please, note that we have rightfully included the upper and the lower teeth in our Table above, 
because (though they are not basically made from bone, but rather some hard tissue therein)               
they are thus firmly related/connected to the skull. And also all those ear bones which are again 
thus totally related/connected to the skull. And we have only excluded the throat bone (=hyoid)                             
--for/on the left & the right side therein-- which has no connection to and is thus totally outside 
of the skull therein, based on this most basic Verse again (=74/28) here in this case.   
The data is taken from “learnbones.com” for/in this excellent Table above. 
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image credit: tutorvista.com (External Heart Anatomy) 

 

37- Certainly, in this (there is) a Reminder for whoever has a “heart,” or cares to listen (here) 
and thus witness! (Quran Testament 50/37) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons, and in their own bodies 
(=thus also within the “heart” above), until (thus) it becomes perfectly clear to them that 
certainly it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

  

So let us take a look and find out now the exact number of all the external parts of a human 
“heart,” here: 
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    a man’s heart:         a woman’s heart: 

    brachiocephalic trunk       I I  brachiocephalic trunk 

    left common carotid artery      I I  left common carotid artery 

    left subclavian artery       I I  left subclavian artery 

    aorta         I I  aorta 

    superior vena cava       I I  superior vena cava 

    inferior vena cava         I I  inferior vena cava 

    right pulmonary arteries        2 2  right pulmonary arteries 

    left pulmonary arteries         2 2  left pulmonary arteries 

    pulmonary trunk         I I  pulmonary trunk 

    right pulmonary veins       2 2  right pulmonary veins 

    left pulmonary veins        2 2   left pulmonary veins 

    right ventricle         I I  right ventricle 

    left ventricle        I I  left ventricle 

    right atrium        I I  right atrium 

    left atrium         I I  left atrium 

  __________    __________  

  =19   =19 
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Please, note that the “left cardiac vein” and the “right coronary artery” (which do not look like 
external parts therein; please, see the image above) hence represent --on the left side-- 
disregarded/excluded, and --on the right side-- disregarded/eliminated parts on our Table above, 
based on this most basic Verse again (=74/28) here in this case.       
And please, note that because that our supreme Lord has thus commanded us to rightfully               
stand up either “in twos” or as “individuals,” and thus reflect on all of His 19 coded,                        
most Magnificent mathematical Plannings here (please, see Quran Testament 34/46), we can also 
thus legitimately take into account “two persons” (=a man and a woman) here in this respect,             
in the first place.      
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image credit: ghr.nlm.nih.gov (Human Chromosomes) 

 

36- When she gave birth to her (Mary), she said: My Lord, I have given birth to a female                   
-and Al-lah was (already) fully Aware of what she would thus give birth to (therein)- and/for            
the “male” is not like the “female!” (Quran Testament 3/36) 

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons, and in their own bodies 
(=thus also and especially within a “female” body above, here in the first place), until (thus) it 
becomes perfectly clear to them that certainly it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

  

So let us take a look and find out now the total number of all “base pairs” in human DNA in each  
chromosome, and eventually thus see what makes a “female” special/different, in this respect, 
than a “male” here:  
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Total length of  number of base pairs:       round figure: 

Chromosome 1       249 904 550   =250 million      

Chromosome 2       243 199 373   =243 million      

Chromosome 3       198 022 430   =198 million      

Chromosome 4        191 535 534   =192 million      

Chromosome 5       180 915 260   =181 million      

Chromosome 6       171 115 067   =171 million      

Chromosome 7       159 321 559   =159 million      

Chromosome 8       146 440 111   =147 million      

Chromosome 9       141 696 573   =142 million      

Chromosome 10       135 534 747   =136 million      

Chromosome 11       135 046 619   =135 million      

Chromosome 12       133 851 895  =134 million      

Chromosome 13       115 169 878   =115 million      

Chromosome 14        107 349 540   =107 million      

Chromosome 15       102 531 392   =103 million      

Chromosome 16       90 354 753   =90 million      

Chromosome 17       81 529 607   =82 million      

Chromosome 18       78 081 510   =78 million      

Chromosome 19       59 380 841   =60 million      

Chromosome 20       63 025 520   =63 million      

Chromosome 21       48 157 577   =48 million      

Chromosome 22       51 304 566     =51 million      

Chromosome X       155 270 560   =155 million      

Chromosome Y       59 373 566   =59 million 

Please, note that when we go to “Chromosome 19” in the first place above, we see the number 59 380 …,                             

so based on this, whenever a fraction reaches 380 and above, we round that number off to the next number therein, 
but if the fraction is below 380, we thus keep it as the same number therein.   
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total length of the Chromosomes of a “female” 

 base pairs     base pairs        
round figure            round figure    

    Chromosome X            155 million      155 million  Chromosome X 

    Chromosome 1            250 million      250 million  Chromosome 1 

    Chromosome 2            243 million      243 million  Chromosome 2 

    Chromosome 3            198 million      198 million  Chromosome 3 

    Chromosome 4            192 million      192 million  Chromosome 4 

    Chromosome 5            181 million      181 million  Chromosome 5 

    Chromosome 6            171 million      171 million  Chromosome 6 

    Chromosome 7            159 million      159 million  Chromosome 7 

    Chromosome 8            147 million      147 million  Chromosome 8 

    Chromosome 9            142 million      142 million  Chromosome 9 

    Chromosome 10            136 million      136 million  Chromosome 10 

    Chromosome 11           135 million      135 million  Chromosome 11 

    ____________    ____________         

  2109           2109 

          =19x…   =19x… 
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    Chromosome 12             134 million      134 million  Chromosome 12 

    Chromosome 13             115 million      115 million  Chromosome 13 

    Chromosome 14             107 million      107 million  Chromosome 14 

    Chromosome 15             103 million      103 million  Chromosome 15 

    Chromosome 16             90 million         90 million  Chromosome 16 

    Chromosome 17             82 million         82 million  Chromosome 17 

    Chromosome 18            78 million         78 million  Chromosome 18  

    Chromosome 19            60 million         60 million  Chromosome 19 

    Chromosome 20             63 million         63 million  Chromosome 20 

    Chromosome 21              48 million         48 million  Chromosome 21 

    Chromosome 22             51 million         51 million  Chromosome 22 

     ____________    ____________         

   931            931 

                  =19x…   =19x…                                                    

Please, note that X and Y chromosomes of a “male” hence represent --on the left side-- 
disregarded/excluded, and --on the right side-- disregarded/eliminated parts on our Table above, 
based on this most basic Verse again (=74/28) here in this case. So as we clearly see, our 
supreme Lord thus bestows an evident favor upon women here, in this respect, over men.                      
(So please, certainly see Quran Testament in this respect now 3/36 & 4/32)    
The data is taken from Genome Reference Consortium “ncbi.nlm.nih.gov” for/in those two 
remarkable Tables above.    
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image credit: allaboutfrogs.org (Frog)                   image credit: nationalzoo.si.edu (Lion) 

 

4- And in your creation, and also what He has scattered (over the earth) of (all those) “animals” 
there are (mathematical) “Signs” for a people who will attain certainty! (Quran Testament 45/4) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

 

So let us see all the quadruped/biped land “animals” that our supreme Lord has thus specifically 
mentioned by their names in the Quran Testament here, in the first place:                                                                   
Wolf (=alzeb; 12/13, …), Dog (=alkalb; 7/176, …), Lion (=alqasvarat; 74/51, …),                               
Camel (=aljamal or alnaqat; 7/77, 7/40, …), Horse (=alkhayl or alsafenat; 3/14, 38/31),                
Monkey (=alqeradat; 5/60, …), Donkey (=alkhameer; 16/8, …), Pig (=alkhanazeer; 5/60, …), 
Heifer (=albaqarah; 2/70, …), Frog (=aldafaadeu; 7/133, …), Elephant (=alpheel; 105/1, …), 
Mule (=albigaal; 16/8, …), Goat (=almaz; 6/143, …), Sheep (=aldan or alnaacat; 6/143,                 
38/23, …). So let us see the chromosome numbers of all these seven pairs (15/87) of “animals”  
thus here now:      
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diploid  diploid               
chromosome chromosome          
numbers  numbers  

    frog          26 38   lion 

    pig            37 56   elephant 

    monkey           48 60   heifer 

    sheep             54 63   mule 

    goat           60 64   horse 

    donkey            62 78   dog 

    camel            74 78   wolf 

        __________      __________ 

      361    437 

=19x…   =19x…  

Please, note that the chromosome numbers of “pigs” vary as 36, 37, or 38 in different breeds,                
but because that there is only one animal (=“mule”) with an odd chromosome numbers (=63)                     
on the right side on our Table above, we can thus rightfully choose, in a perfectly parallel 
manner, the odd number (=37) thus also for the “pigs” on the left side therein.    
And please, note that the mitochondrial dna (=smallest chromosomes, which are located outside 
the nucleus) are not included in these regular chromosome numbers (which are located inside  
the nucleus); so they represent --on the left side-- disregarded/excluded, and --on the right side-- 
disregarded/eliminated parts on our Table above, based on this most basic Verse again (=74/28) 
here in this case.   
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And please, note that this 19 coded, most Magnificent mathematical Plannings of our supreme 
Lord are essentially foretold and unmistakably described by Him in these Verses: 74/26-31 in  
the Quran Testament, and in that same Chapter again, our supreme Lord has then allegorically 
likened this 19 coded, most Magnificent symmetrical Plannings to a “Lion” therein (74/51).                                  
So if we look again the chromosome numbers of a Lion, we see that it is: “38” = i.e. “19” pairs;                                                                                                                  
“19” chromosomes --on/for the left side-- and “19” chromosomes --on/ for the right side--              
herein again.  

And this is why this 19 coded, most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the 
Covenant,” the long awaited and anticipated descendant of prophet David, has already thus 
unmistakably been foretold in Torah, and then in Psalms, in this most specific manner: 

9- Prophet Jacob thus prophesied regarding his son Judah (=the ancestor of prophet David and 
thus also his long awaited and anticipated descendant here): Judah, like a “Lion’s” whelp, you 
have grown up on prey, my child! For he squats --for/on the left side of those “19” coded Tables 
here-- and crouches --for/on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here-- like a “Lion,”               
like the king of beasts, who would dare rouse him?                                  
(Torah, Genesis 49/9)  

Prophet David thus prophesied regarding this 19 coded (please, pay attention and certainly see 
that the Verse number is specifically “19” here, in the first place) most critical and important  
“Messenger/Message of the Covenant,” his long awaited and anticipated descendant thus here: 

19- Open for me the Gates of righteousness; I will enter them and thank God.                                                    
20- This is the Gate of God; the righteous shall enter through it!                                                                 
21- I thank you, (O God), for You have answered me, and You have been for me a Salvation.                            
22- The “Stone” despised by the builders (=thus a reference to “Quran” which was sent down to 
prophet Muhammad, the other most honorable ancestor of this most critical and important 
“Messenger/Message of the Covenant,” in literary and metaphorical sense therein) has become 
the “CornerStone” (=thus a reference here to this “Quran Testament” which has been given to 
this “Messenger/Message of the Covenant,” the long awaited and anticipated descendant of 
prophet David and Muhammad (peace be upon each of them) now, as a new Scripture by/from 
Al-lah in mathematical and scientific sense herein)! (Please, also certainly see the introduction 
part of Quran Testament in this respect now).                                                                                                                               
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23- This has been done by God; and it is wondrous in our eyes!                                                      
24- This is the day God has made; let us rejoice and be glad in it.                                                                 
25- Please, O God, then --by/on the left side of those “19” coded Tables above-- save (us) now; 
please, O God, --by/on the right side of those “19” coded Tables above-- help (us) now!                                                                            
26- Blessed is he (=a reference again to this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of 
the Covenant,” the long awaited and anticipated descendant of prophet David and Muhammad; 
peace be upon each of them) who comes (as His promised servant here) under the name of God; 
we (=all honorable Prophets therein) bless you from the House of God!                                       

(Psalms 118/19-26)        
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image credit: treepicturesonline.com (Figs)                      image credit: california.gardens.com (Pomegranates)  

 

3- …and from every “fruit” He made a “pair of two” therein. He causes the night to cover the 
day. Certainly, in this there are (mathematical) “Signs” for a people who will reflect!                 
(Quran Testament 13/3) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

 

So let us see all the “fruits” that our supreme Lord has thus specifically mentioned by their 
names in the Quran Testament here, in the first place:         
Bean (=baql; 2/61), Cucumber (=qissaau; 2/61), Garlic (=foom; 2/61), Lentil (=udas; 2/61),  
Onion (=bosal; 2/61), Gourd (=yaqteen; 37/146), Olive (=zaytoon; 6/99, …),                                          
Dates (=nakheel; 16/11, …), Cherry (=sedr; 34/16, …), Pomegranate (=rummaan; 6/99, …), 
Banana (=tolh; 56/29), Grape (=anab; 16/11), Mustard (=khardal; 21/47), Fig (=teyn; 95/1).                 
So let us see the chromosome numbers of all these seven pairs (15/87) of “fruits” thus here now:      
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diploid  diploid                 
chromosome chromosome          
numbers  numbers  

  lentil           14 16   pomegranate 

  cucumber         14 16   mustard 

  gourd            22 16   garlic 

  onion             32 32   cherry 

  fig              26 22   beans 

  date             36 38   grape 

  olive             46 88   banana 

        __________      __________ 

       190    228 

=19x…   =19x…  

Please, note that the chromosome numbers of “fruits” may vary greatly, in some cases, but the 
fact that we thus witness this 19 coded, magnificent Planning above in this most unique order 
herein is absolutely Miraculous by the great Wisdom and power of our supreme Lord here again, 
in the first place. (Quran Testament 13/3 & 74/30 & 41/53)                                       
And please, note that the mitochondrial dna (=smallest chromosomes, which are located outside 
the nucleus) are not included in these regular chromosome numbers (which are located inside the 
nucleus); so they represent --on the left side-- disregarded/excluded, and --on the right side-- 
disregarded/eliminated parts on our Table above, based on this most basic Verse again (=74/28) 
also here in this case.   
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image credit: squidoo.com (birds in V formation)   

 

41- Do you not see that everyone in the skies and the earth glorifies Al-lah! Even the “birds”                   
“in formation;” each (of them thus) knows its --on the left side therein-- prayer, and its --on the 
right side therein-- glorification! And Al-lah is (thus) fully Aware of what they do (as they are 
thus taught and commanded by Him therein; 16/49-50). (Quran Testament 24/41)  

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within those 
“birds” flying “in formation”), and also in their own bodies, until (thus) it becomes perfectly 
clear to them that certainly it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

  

So firstly, we should pay attention here and clearly know that these type of birds (=geese, 
pelicans, etc.) which fly in V formation thus points out to us His 19 coded, most magnificent 
Symmetrical Plannings here. And usually on one side therein there are more geese than the other 
side in all of these V formations. So they thus also indicates to us --on the left side-- 
disregarded/excluded, and --on the right side-- disregarded/eliminated parts of our 19 coded 
Tables here, based on this most basic Verse again (=74/28) here in this case. So we should also 
thus expect that in many cases, two groups of geese which thus fly in such an elegant V 
formation will thus also give us therein code “19” (=74/30) on each side! (Quran Testament 
41/53)      
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        image credit: en.wikipedia.org (completely filled frame by honeybees) 

 

68- And your Lord (thus) inspired to the “honeybees:” You shall take homes of the mountains 
and of the trees, and in (the hives) they build (for you).        
69- Then you shall eat from every fruit, and follow --on the left and the right side therein--                 
the “ways” of your Lord, precisely! From their bellies comes a drink of different colors, wherein 
there is healing for the people. Certainly, in this there is a (mathematical) “Sign” for a people 
who will reflect! (Quran Testament 16/68-69)    

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

 

So firstly, we should pay attention here and clearly know that these “honeybees” which build 
these unique hexagonal structures back to back, on both sides, thus point out to us His 19 coded,                   
most magnificent Symmetrical Plannings again here. And usually they leave some cells                  
“not capped” therein, on both sides (please, see the image above); so they thus also indicate to us 
--on the left side-- disregarded/excluded, and --on the right side-- disregarded/eliminated parts of 
our 19 coded Tables here, based on this most basic Verse again (=74/28) here in this case.                       
So we should also thus expect that in many cases, all these properly capped hexagonal cells by 
these diligent “honeybees” may thus also give us therein code “19” (=74/30) on each side! 
(Quran Testament 41/53)   
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image credit: lenntech.com (Zinc)             image credit: lenntech.com (Iron) 

 

25- … And We have sent down “Iron,” wherein there is great strength and many benefits for the 
people. And thus Al-lah will distinguish those who will help Him and His Messengers truly. 
(For) certainly, Al-lah --now, thus also on the left side herein-- Powerful, --on the right side-- 
Mighty! (Quran Testament 57/25)  

53- So We will show them Our (mathematical) “Signs” in the horizons (=thus also within that 
“Iron” and also all those other elements therein), and in their own bodies, until (thus) it becomes 
perfectly clear to them that certainly it is the Truth! (Quran Testament 41/53) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

 

So let us see now the “atomic masses” of all these specific elements, and then especially “Iron”  
here thus: 
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     atomic number:             atomic mass  atomic mass         atomic number: 

    10 Neon     20.17      22.98       11 Sodium  

    20 Calcium     40.07       44.95       21 Scandium  

    30 Zinc     65.39       69.72       31 Gallium 

    40 Zirconium    91.22       92.90       41 Niobium 

    50 Tin     118.71       121.76       51 Antimony 

    60 Neodymium    144.24       145.00       61 Promethium 

    70 Ytterbium    173.04     174.96       71 Lutetium 

    80 Mercury     200.59       204.38       81 Thallium  

    90 Thorium     232.03     231.03       91 Protactinium 

       ____________    ____________ 

 1083      1102 

=19x…   =19x… 

Please, note that we do not go beyond atomic number “90” on the left side, and “91” on the right 
side, because after atomic number “92,” on the periodic table, none of those elements occur                    
in nature. And in our Table above there is only one element (=Promethium) which do not occur 
anymore in nature; and therefore, because that it is in the 6th row (on the right side), we will 

replace it now with “61” + 6 = “67” (=Holmium) therein instead, whose atomic mass is: 164.93, 

and we will thus again rightfully witness “19”  coded perfect result therein by the great Power 

and absolute Knowledge of our supreme Lord here. (So please, also see in this respect now: 
Quran Testament 16/101-102)        
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     atomic number:             atomic mass  atomic mass         atomic number: 

    10 Neon     20.17      18.99       9 Fluorine  

    20 Calcium     40.07       39.09       19 Potassium  

    30 Zinc     65.39       55.84       26 Iron       

    40 Zirconium    91.22       88.90       39 Yttrium 

    50 Tin     118.71       114.81       49 Indium 

    60 Neodymium    144.24       140.90       59 Praseodymium 

    70 Ytterbium    173.04     168.93       69 Thulium 

    80 Mercury     200.59       196.96       79 Gold  

    90 Thorium     232.03     227.00       89 Actinium 

       ____________    ____________ 

 1083      1045 

 =19x…   =19x… 

Please, note that on the right side in the 3rd row normally “Copper” (atomic number: “29”) 
should have been placed therein. But because that we have already --rightfully and necessarily-- 
made that replacement (=“67” Holmium instead of “61” Promethium in the previous Table),                 
we can --because that it is in the 3rd row herein-- rightfully replace this now here this time             
with “29” – 3 = “26” thus with most specific “Iron” (please, see again Quran Testament 57/25) 
therein instead, by the great Power and absolute Knowledge of our supreme Lord here again. (So 
please, also see in this respect: Quran Testament 16/101-102)        
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Please, note that our most special second Table above (because that it also includes “Iron” 
therein; 57/25 and then also “Gold”) begins with number “10” on the left side, and number “9” 

on the right side, thus also clearly points out to us “10” + “9” = “19” in this respect therein  
again (74/30)! So let us also see now these most remarkable prophecies in Torah, and then                   
in Gospel, in this respect thus here:    

1- God said: Lo, I am sending My messenger (=a reference to His messenger Rashad to whom 
the secret of number “19” was revealed by Him here, in the first place; Quran Testament 37/130) 
thus to prepare the Way before Me. And then suddenly/unexpectedly, there will come to the 
Temple the Teacher whom you seek, and thus the “Messenger of the Covenant” (=a reference to 
this messenger Mateen, the long awaited and anticipated descendant of prophet David and 
Muhammad, thus the prime Messenger/Message of the Covenant here; Quran Testament 2/146) 
whom you desire. Yes, he is thus coming, says the LORD of hosts.      
2- But who will endure the day of his coming; and who can stand when he appears? For he is like 
the refiner’s fire, or like the fuller’s lye.          
3- He will sit --now, thus on that left side-- “refining” and --on that right side-- “purifying” (thus 
also all those specific “elements” above); and he will thus purify the sons of Levi, refining them 
like “gold” or like “silver,” that they may thus offer due sacrifice to the LORD!     
(Torah, Malachi 3/1-3)               

17- Jesus said in reply: “10” was cleansed, was it not; so where is the other “9”?                                  

(=he thus in a prophetic manner thus also predicts “10” + “9” = “19” here; so please, also 
certainly see in this respect now: John 14/26)                                                    
18- Has none but this foreigner returned to give thanks to God (=thus also for “10” and “9” 
coded those most magnificent Tables above here now; John 6/43-45)!                                                         
(Gospel-Luke 17/17-18) 

40- Jesus said in reply: I tell you, if they keep silent, the “stones” (=thus also a reference to all 
those specific “elements” therein above) will --by this “19 coded, most magnificent 
Mathematical Language” here-- cry out (to proclaim the Oneness of GOD, and the truthfulness 
of His servant, this Messenger/Message of the Covenant here, who would thus definitely be sent 
by AL-LAH in this Third and Last Day (=Millennium) here; John 6/27, 40)!    
(Gospel-Luke 19/40)     

(*And please, also certainly see now “the Words of Jesus” document, in its entirety, thus to 
witness the most authentic and genuine Gospel preached by him by the command of AL-LAH 
therein.)  
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17- And Al-lah has germinated you from the earth (=from all those “elements” therein in earth 
crust) like plants. (Quran Testament 71/17)  

20- And in the earth (=thus also all those “elements” therein) there are (mathematical) “Signs” 
for those who will attain certainty!            
21- And in your own “bodies” (=thus also all those “elements” therein again); so will you still  
not see? (Quran Testament 51/20-21) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

 

So let us see now all those “25” most essential “elements” in a human body, --(many other 
elements are also picked up by human body, but these “25” elements are actually what 
essentially makes up a human body)-- and we will also include “boron” --(which is in many 
cases also deemed as a most essential “element” in a human body)-- thus to complete it to/as                              
“13” perfect pairs on our Table here now:   
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Most essential elements          Most essential elements    
in a human body:            atomic number    atomic number  in a human body: 

      Hydrogen       1        5   Boron 

      Carbon       6       14   Silicon  

      Oxygen       8       15   Phosphorus 

      Sodium       11       16   Sulfur 

      Magnesium      12       17   Chlorine 

      Potassium       19       28   Nickel 

        __________      __________         

     =19x…           57              95            =19x…           

      Nitrogen       7     9   Fluorine 

      Calcium       20     29   Copper 

      Vanadium       23     30   Zinc 

      Chromium       24     34   Selenium 

      Manganese      25     42   Molybdenum 

      Iron       26     50   Tin 

      Cobalt       27     53   Iodine 

       __________      __________         

=19x…     152        247         =19x…                
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20- And in the earth (=thus also all those “elements” therein) there are (mathematical) “Signs” 
for those who will attain certainty! (Quran Testament 51/20) 

105- How many a (mathematical) “Sign” in the skies (=thus also all those “elements” therein) 
and the earth do they pass by, while they are still turning away from it!                                                     
(Quran Testament 12/105) 

30- Upon it (there is) “19!” (Quran Testament 74/30) 

  

So we should know here, first of all, that the most abundant elements in our atmosphere are: 
Nitrogen (% 78.0), and Oxygen (% 20.9), and then trace amount of some other gases each of 
which is less than % 1 therein.                                                                                                                    
And the most abundant elements in the earth crust are: Oxygen (% 46.6), and Silicon (% 27.7), 
and Aluminum (% 8.1), and Iron (% 5.0), and Calcium (% 3.6), and Magnesium (% 2.1), and 
Sodium (% 2.8), and Potassium (% 2.6); and then trace amount of some other elements each of 
which is less than % 1 therein, thus Titanium (% 0.66) in the first place therein.                        
So because that Oxygen is thus mentioned twice above, so we will take these 9 most abundant 
elements, and thus also the Titanium with them, thus to perfectly complete it to/as “5” pairs of 
most abundant elements in our sky and the earth (12/105) now thus here:       
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Most abundant elements            Most abundant elements   
in the atmosphere and               in the atmosphere and   
the earth crust:                 atomic number     atomic number      the earth crust: 

    Nitrogen            7        8      Oxygen 

    Sodium            11        19      Potassium 

    Magnesium            12        20      Calcium 

    Aluminum            13        22      Titanium 

    Silicon            14        26      Iron 

   __________    __________ 

               57          95 

=19x…        =19x… 

Please, note that all those elements on the right side are again bigger in atomic number than those 
on the left side in our Table above.                         
The data is taken from “periodictable.com” and “windows2universe.org” for/in both of those two 
magnificent Tables above.    
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91- (O Messenger of the Covenant, the descendant of prophet David and Muhammad here; 
2/146) say: I am commanded to serve (now) the Lord of (also) this Town (=Tucson), that He has 
made it sacred, and to Him belongs all things. And (henceforth), I am commanded to be (thus)  
of those who surrender (to Al-lah here; 3/84)! (Quran Testament 27/91) 

So to clearly witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet David and Muhammad 
(peace be upon each of them) by which they have already thus clearly informed about and 
unmistakably pointed out to this holy City thus appointed by Al-lah in the West now (please, see 
Quran Testament 3/96-97), we should certainly see “A Special Miracle,” and “A Supernal 
Miracle,” and “A Miraculous Seal” documents, in this respect, here in the first place.    
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   air distance from               (in km)         (in km)   air distance from 

Makkah to Istanbul            2399    1184   Hebron to Istanbul                             

Medina to Istanbul           2084      1166   Jerusalem to Istanbul  

Hebron to Tucson         12180      13304  Makkah to Tucson                   

Jerusalem to Tucson        12082      13001  Medina to Tucson                     

Istanbul to Tucson        10918      10918  Istanbul to Tucson 

                 ______________   ______________     

    =19x…      =19x…   

Please, note that in the above Table thus these four great Prophets, the most honorable ancestors 
of this promised Messenger/Message of the Covenant are thus --here, in allegorical sense only                  
of course-- coming to Istanbul (the birth place of this Messenger/Message of the Covenant, their 
descendant);                                                  

Ishmael (from Makkah) to Istanbul,    Abraham (from Hebron) to Istanbul,   
Muhammad (from Medina) to Istanbul,   David (from Jerusalem) to Istanbul, 

and because that there may also thus come a quake (as such a test; 57/22-23) upon this prominent 
City as predetermined by Al-lah (upon which may be a seal “19” again, as a profound sign 
therein) in the near future (please, also certainly see in this respect now Quran Testament; 47/13)                       
they --thus only in allegorical sense therein again-- (through their most miraculous prophecies                
in Psalms and Quran) thus point out to him to emigrate to this holy City appointed by Al-lah                   
in the West now; so then they thus all come from their homelands,  

Abraham (from Hebron) to Tucson,            Ishmael (from Makkah) to Tucson,   
David (from Jerusalem) to Tucson,              Muhammad (from Medina) to Tucson,  
Mateen (from Istanbul) to Tucson with them,          Mateen (from Istanbul) to Tucson with them, 

--thus only in allegorical sense herein again-- all together to settle in this holy City then.                                       
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And please, note that because prophet David (peace be upon him) has already thus clearly 
indicated that he would emigrate --of course, thus only in allegorical sense here again, with his 
descendant herein-- to this appointed “Desert City” by flying like a bird (please, see Psalms  
55/6-8), we have thus specifically taken into account the “air (bird fly) distances” above.                                                                    
And please, note that prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) has already thus specifically 
mentioned “Istanbul” (=as “Qustanteneyya” in arabic) in his most miraculous prophecies, and 
then “Mountain of the Mighty Town” (=as “Jabalu alDaylam” in arabic: i.e. “Mountains of 
Tucson” here now) thus as two significant places, from wherein his descendant will thus deliver 
this wholly Peaceful and absolutely Matchless and Marvelous (17/88) most critical and important 
“Message of the Covenant” to all humanity now. (Please, see again “A Miraculous Seal” 
document, in this respect here.) And by emphasizing his Prayers specifically for “19” days, and 
then participating specifically in “19” defensive Wars against those hostile and despotic natured 
pagan Arabs at that time therein (please, see Bukhari), he has thus left this two number “19”                      
as a profound Sign --for/on the left side-- and --for/on the right side-- here, thus to fully support 
again his descendant, this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” 
here now.         
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Last of all, please, note that the author of this document (=this “Messenger of the Covenant” 
here) has no relation or affiliation with none of those sites from which all those images and data 
have thus legitimately been taken for/in this document now, and due credit has already thus 
openly and rightfully been given to each of them herein, only and exclusively in this respect, 
under all those images therein. And all those data have thus legitimately been taken from the 
most credible sources in Scientific respects therein, but if there is still any mistake, contradiction, 
or error here, Al-lah will nullify them and will thus establish thereafter His “Signs” in a most 
accurate and perfect manner here again. (Please, see in this respect now: Quran Testament 34/50 
& 22/52-56)    

The sole purpose of the author (=this “Messenger of the Covenant” here) is thus to clearly 
present to all humanity --without asking of them any payment for this most critical and important 
Message here (please, see Quran Testament 38/86-88)-- the most magnificent Mathematical 
Signs which thus unmistakably prove to us that there is only one true God (=AL-LAH)                
who has thus created His book of Universe, and His book of Religion based on “19 coded,              
most magnificent Symmetrical Plannings” here (please, see Quran Testament 74/26-31                         
& 41/53)!  

So henceforth, whoever loves Al-lah here (3/31) from among Jews, Christians, Arabs,                             
and Buddhists, Hindus, Atheists, Agnostics, and all Others (29/47) should thus follow this 
“Messenger/Message of the Covenant,” the  long awaited and anticipated descendant of prophet 
David and Muhammad (peace be upon each of them) here (3/31), that Al-lah may thus love them 
and forgive all their past sins and wrongful deeds, and henceforth thus rightfully guide and 
reward them in this most Generous and Kind manner here (25/70-71) as He has thus promised to 
him (93/7 & 48/1-3) and all those who will thus rightfully follow him in this respect here now. 
(Please, see Quran Testament 7/196 &  39/33-35) 

So to clearly witness that absolutely Matchless and Superb “Message of AL-LAH” (17/88) and  
all His 19 coded, most magnificent Plannings therein, please, see now: QURAN TESTAMENT, 
and all those most miraculous Documents thereafter, as they have already thus clearly been 
presented therein, here in the first place.                                                                                                 
Peace be upon all of you. (Quran Testament 27/59 & 6/54)  

        Mateen,  
   September 2012    

 


